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Abstract: The complex strain hardening behaviors of dual phase (DP) steel are subjected to the
heterogeneous microstructures. The current work aims to predict the strain hardening behaviors of
ferrite-martensite DP steel, focusing on the effects of heterogeneous microstructure on mechanical
properties. The flow stress of material was calculated based on the dislocation-based work-hardening
model with considering the multi-boundaries hardening. The ferrite-martensite phase boundary
percent and grain shape factor were selected as the heterogeneous feature parameters, which were
introduced into the new proposed model. The theoretical calculated stress-strain responses were
verified with experimental results using the tensile test. The model with the boundary strengthening
consideration has more accurate results. The parameter effects of ferrite-ferrite boundary (FFB)
spacing, ferrite-martensite boundary (FMB) percent, and grain shape factor on the flow stress-strain
curve were researched.
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1. Introduction

Dual phase (DP) steels have been great development due to the good mechanical performance
that could meet the requirements for the increased formability and weight reduction in automotive
industry simultaneously [1]. Ferrite-martensite DP steels is one of the most important DP steel [1,2].
Ferrite-martensite DP steels exhibit a superior combination of good strength and ductility [2], which is
characterized by a microstructure consisting of hard martensite islands embedded in a relatively soft
ferrite matrix. The macro mechanical behaviors of DP steels are relied on the features of micro phases
directly. The ever-increasing demands for industrial manufacture in DP steel have inspired further
studies on its mechanical properties considering the non-uniform microstructures.

Recently, tremendous efforts of previous reports were placed on exploring the heterogenous
microstructure characteristics of DP steel, including the grain size [3,4] and grain morphology of
each phase [5]. The effects of volume fraction and grain morphology (size, shape, distribution) of
martensite on the macroscopic stress-strain curves have been revealed [5–10]. Moreover, the evolution
of plastic local deformation and strain distribution of DP steel has been researched considering the
microstructure features [11–14]. In addition, the effects of the microstructures, ferrite content, and
test temperature on the mechanical properties (i.e., tensile properties, fatigue behaviors, and crack
propagation properties) of austenitic-ferrite duplex stainless steel were researched as well [15–22].

The strain-hardening models based on the dislocation pile-ups were used to explain the hardening
behaviors of DP steels. The overall dislocations were composed of geometrically necessary dislocations
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(GNDs) and statistically stored dislocations (SSDs). The GNDs were generated to maintain the
deformation compatibility, which was related to the shape changing of crystal [23–25]. The SSDs were
randomly trapped and generated result in the work hardening of each single phase [25,26]. The SSD
density has been treated as dynamic annihilation and the SSDs models of individual phases in DP
steels have been proposed [11,25,26]. In 1970, Ashby studied the deformation and work-hardening
mechanics of dual-phase materials based on the both dislocation densities [27]. The GNDs models
were developed to describe the indentation size effect for crystalline materials [28–30]. However,
the conventional models with grain shape effects on the hardening behaviors are scarcely reported.

To understand the micro-mechanical behavior better, there existed some models divided the
microstructures into several regions with different mechanical properties. The ferrite matrix was
divided into two regions considering with the boundaries hardening to predict the material flow
stress [31]. The stress of ferrite phase, ferrite-martensite boundary (FMB) layer and martensite
phase have been defined to predict the overall stress-strain curve considering the GNDs effects [32].
The intermediate layer with GND density has been inserted between the matrix and the particles to
study the mechanical properties [33,34]. The properties of the region between ferrite and martensite
phases has been studied by setting up an independent region between ferrite and martensite with
different phase boundary layers [34,35].

The microstructure characteristics and stress-strain models have been studied to explain the
strain-hardening behaviors. However, the hardening model of DP steel considering with the grain
morphology parameters including grain shape factor, martensite grain-boundary coverage ratio, and
boundaries strengthening have rarely been reported. Moreover, the GNDs effects on the FMB region
under uniaxial deformation are scarce as well. Therefore, further studies about the strain hardening
model of DP steels taking grain morphology and boundary hardening into account under uniaxial
tension are still necessary.

In this paper, a combined strain-hardening model based on dislocation evolution was established
to analyze the strain-hardening behaviors of DP steel. The microstructures of DP steel were divided to
different regions which have their own stress-strain curves. The grain shape factor and relative boundary
percent as the microstructural parameters were added to this predict model. The dislocation-based model
was verified by uniaxial test of DP600 steel. The strain hardening behaviors were calculated to evaluate
the strain hardening mechanism of DP steel. The effects of boundaries strengthening and microstructural
parameters on the work hardening behaviors of DP steel were investigated.

2. Theory Model

The heterogeneous of microstructures and mechanical properties result in a complexity of the
strain-hardening behaviors of DP steel. To predict the mechanical behaviors better, the FMB coverage
ratio and grain shape factor are selected as the microstructural parameters and added into this
hardening model. In addition, the strengthening contribution of DP steel consist of the SSD and
GND densities.

The microstructures were divided into five different regions: ferrite and martensite interior regions,
ferrite-ferrite boundary (FFB) layer, ferrite-martensite boundary (FMB) layer, and martensite-martensite
boundary (MMB) region. The schematic of different regions and phase boundary layers is shown in
Figure 1. A modeled Kock-Mecking model with the grain morphology consideration was built to
analyze the hardening behaviors of internal regions of ferrite and martensite phase. For a single-phase
boundary (FFB/MMB) region, the grain boundary dislocations (GBDs) hardening model has been
introduced for the contribution of back stress. The strength of FMB region was calculated by an
evolution law for the GNDs that was calculated by a modified cell model.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the microstructure.

The ever-increasing demands for strength and ductility in DP steels have inspired increasing
research on strain hardening mechanism [36,37]. In this paper, the strain hardening mechanism were
reflected based on the dislocation evolution including SSDs and GNDs. Because of the GNDs mainly
accumulate along the common boundaries of both phases, the intermediate boundary layers with
their own stress-strain curves were proposed to explain the strain-hardening behaviors of material
precisely by Kadkhodapour and Joshi [34,35]. The flow stress of DP steel is affected by the component
regions, which have different flow curves. The flow stress-strain curve of DP steel is developed by a
presumption of the deformation-energy conservation between the material and individual phases [38].

σ = σ0 + ∑ fiBiσi (1)

here: σ0 and σ are the yield strength and the flow stress of multi-phase steels; fi, Bi, and σi are the
volume fraction, strain coefficient, and plastic stress of i-th phase, respectively.

2.1. Hardening Behaviors of Grain Internal Region

Assumption the deformation in single grain interior is uniform and the hardening response of
grain internal region is caused only by SSDs. The SSDs evolve with ongoing plastic deformation of each
phase. The evolution law of the SSD density is treated as a competition result between accumulation
and annihilation with a shear strain for dislocation glide. It is assumed by Kock-Mecking [23] and
Perlade [39], which can be described as

dρSi

dε
= M ·Qi ·

[
1
bi

(
gi
di

+ Ki
√

ρSi

)
− FiρSi

]
(2)

where the subscript i denotes different phases of ferrite and martensite; ρSi is the SSD density stored in
grain internal region; bi is Burgers vector and ε is the corresponding overall plastic strain of DP steel.

The dislocation storage is 1
bi

(
gi
di
+ Ki
√

ρSi

)
, which depends on the grain size di, material parameter

gi, and storage constant Ki. FiρSi is the SSD annihilation term. The recovery parameter Fi is a constant
which is relied on temperature and strain-rate [14].

The strain of individual phases and material overall strain have a nonlinear relationship as shown
in Equation (3) [11]. This relation has been widely applied in dual phase material to reveal the strain
character between phases and material [11,26,37,40].

εi = ε · Bi (3)

Bi = exp(ai1 + ai2 · ε) (4)

Qi = (1 + ai2 · ε) · Bi (5)

where ai1 and ai2 are the material parameter; the values of Bi and Qi are changing with the overall strain.
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The relationship between plastic flow stress of different phases and intrinsic SSD density is
assumed to obey the Taylor relationship expression, which can be described as

σni = Mτ = αMµibi
√

ρsi (6)

where σni and µi are the flow stress of grain interior and shear module of individual phases. M, τ, and
α are Taylor factor, shear stress, and material parameter, respectively.

2.2. Single-Phase Boundary Hardening

Assumption the stress in the vicinity of single-phase (ferrite-ferrite/martensite-martensite) grain
boundary is the result of interior SSD strengthening combined with its grain boundary strengthening.
Dislocations accumulate randomly along the grain boundaries result in the net back stress increased
until to reaching a critical value. Then the dislocations pass through the single-phase boundary and
the density decreases. The stress in the boundary region is influenced by the grain boundary stored
dislocations and the SSDs. The single-phase boundary strengthening change law mainly attribute to
the boundary dislocation screening effect [41].

The averaged GBD density is deduced from the grain boundary surface density and the surface
density of grain boundary per unit volume, which can be described as [42]

ρGBD ∝
1

λ · di
(7)

where ρGBD is the GBD density; di is grain size of different phases and 1/λ is the GBD line length per
surface area of the grain boundary.

The single-phase grain boundary hardening is caused by GBDs as the additional stress in whole
grain. The stress in whole grain are calculated based on the model in [41,42], which can be described as

σii = M′ · µib
2πλ
· (1− (1− w

di
)
λ∗
λ
) (8)

where σii, M’, w, and λ* are the additional average stress in the whole grain size, generalized Taylor
factor, the width of dislocation arrangement, and the minimal GBD spacing value, respectively.

When the grain size is on the order of the width of dislocation arrangement w, the additional
average stress in grain can be described as

σii = M′ · µib
2πλ

(9)

The additional stress in corresponding whole grain is shown in Equation (8). The additional stress
in the grain boundary region can be calculated by the area percent of the grain boundary region to the
area of whole grain. The stress in the boundary effect region can be described as

σGBD =
di

2 · w · cii · Si
· σii (10)

where cii is the single-phase grain boundary coverage ratio; Si is the grain shape parameter of
individual phases.

Grain shape parameter Si is applied to describe the grain shape as shown in Equation (11).
The shape coefficient represents the complexity of the grain shape and is independent of the grain size.
In the case of circular grain, the grain shape parameter is equal 1.0. The more irregular grain shape has
the larger grain shape parameter. It is defined as

Si =
(perimeter)2

4 · π · area
(11)
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2.3. Ferrite-Martensite Phase Boundary Hardening

The FMB dislocation array was calculated by using a modified cell model based on the model of
particle reinforced metal-matrix composites in [40]. While in this paper, we consider the martensite
particle has plastic deformation during the uniaxial deformation process.

A DP steel cell is obtained from DP steel directly with a martensite spherical particle at the center
to ensure the cell have same martensite volume fraction with DP steel as shown in Figure 2. Thus,
the relationships can be described as

fm =
4
3
π(

r
d
)

3
=

4
3
√
π
(

r
R
)

3
(12)

d =
√
πR (13)

where r is the radius of martensite particle; R is the radius of horizontal cross-sectional of cylindrical
cell; d is the height of cylindrical cell; and f m is the martensite volume fraction.
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Figure 2. The DP steel cell.

Because of the deformation incompatibility and the strength characteristics between different
phases, GNDs emerge along the FMB in ferrite phase. The martensite particle is treated as undergoing
the uniform deformation and no GNDs array generate in martensite phase. The ferrite particle has
larger strain than martensite, which deforms earlier than martensite at initial period of deformation [11].
In order to calculate the GND density, we assume that there are four other cells, which have the same
outline with the DP steel cell before the deformation [43]. The cell A is a pure ferrite cell and the cell B
is ferrite-rigid cell, in which the rigid particle replaces the martensite particle of DP steel cell. The cell C
is a pure martensite cell and the cell D consist of martensite matrix and a rigid particle. Cell A and cell
B have the same strain, the outlines of the two cells are identical while the deformation fields inside are
different. The different deformation field is filled by the GNDs array in cell B, thus the GNDs of ferrite
can be calculated. The GNDs of martensite in cell D can be calculated in the same way. The mismatch
of deformation between ferrite and martensite along the particle boundary is shown in Figure 3. Thus,
the GNDs array in DP steel is equal to of the GNDs in cell B minus the GNDs in cell D.
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Figure 3. Mismatch of deformation along the particle boundary.

To simplify the calculation of GNDs array during uniaxial tensile deformation, some assumptions
were formulated to convert this problem into an indentation problem based on Duan’s study [40,43].
We assume the indentation deformation just enough make the tensile ellipse back to a circle. Figure 4
shows a schematic of the indentation deformation that is converted from the tensile deformation.
The indentation area is equal to the mismatch of deformation between the ferrite and martensite phases
boundary as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 4. Schematic of indentation deformation, (a) the GNDs array in ferrite matrix, (b) the local
amplification at ri of (a).

Based on the principle of the material volume invariably during the deformation, the radius of
the indentation area can be derived as

af = r sin θfc (14)

where the subscript f denotes ferrite phase, af and θfc are shown in Figure 4.
Similarly, the volume of the spherical martensite particle is equal to the volume of the ellipsoid

after the tensile test. The following expression exists

sin θfc =

√√√√ [(1 + εf)
2 − 1]

(1 + εf)
3 − 1

(15)

where εf is strain of ferrite phase, θfc, rf and cf are shown in Figure 4.
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Based on the model of [40,43] and the geometrical relationship in Figure 4, the contact area at ri is
a ring element area that stored the array of GNDs. The slope of the indenter profile is obtained from
Equation (14).

dcf
drf

= − εf · rf√
r2 − r2

f

(16)

As shown in Figure 4, we assume that the dislocation loops as spaced equally along the surface of
the indentation, then the slope can be described as

b
s
= −dcf

drf
(17)

where S is the space between single slip steps on the indentation surface.
The increment of the dislocation loops in the deformation area is

dλf = 2πrf
drf
s

(18)

which after integration is

λf =
∫ af

0

2πrf
s

drf (19)

For the virtual cell D, the GNDs array can be calculated as the same way. The GNDs array ∆λ of
DP steel cell that are filled into the incompatible deformation can be described as

∆λ = λf − λm =
πr2 · εf · θf − sin θf ·

√
1− (sin θf)

2)

b
−
π · r2 · εm · θm − sin θm ·

√
1− (sin θm)2)

b
(20)

The cell model for GNDs arrays in DP steel depends on the martensite grain size but is
independent of the ferrite grain size form Equation (20). This conclusion agrees with Ramazani’s
result that the GND region depends on the martensite particle size [44]. The distribution of GND
layer is correlated with the martensite grain size from experimental and numerical simulations by
Ramazani [44]. The thickness of the GND layer is approximately 25% of the martensite island sizes
thus it be concluded as

lGND = 0.5 · r (21)

where lGND is the thickness of the GND layer and r is the martensite particle size.
This result is applied to calculate the area of GND effect zone around with martensite particle.

Half of the GND region volume V can be defined as

V =
2
3
π · ((r + 0.5 · lGND)

3 − r3) =
61
96
πr3 (22)

The average GND density in the region influenced by GNDs in the cell model can be concluded as

ρG =
∆λ
V

(23)

Combined with the Equations (20)–(23), the additional stress in FMB interface layer is calculated.
Due to the uniform deformation of martensite phase, there is no GND density in martensite phase and
the stress of GND effect region in ferrite phase can be described as

σGND = Mτ = αMµfbf
√

ρSf + ρG (24)

If the GND effect region is larger than the adjacent ferrite size, the ferrite interior stress and the
FFB stress can be neglected.
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2.4. Stress of Individual Phases

The microstructures of the DP steel were captured by an optical microscope (Shanghai Wanheng
Precision Instruments Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) during the tensile experiment. To predict the stress
of the individual phases precisely, grain diameter di, grain shape parameter Si, and martensite relative
grain-boundary coverage ratio cFM are added to the dislocation-based model. The martensite relative
grain-boundary percentage cFM is the ratio of FMB length to the corresponding total ferrite boundary
length. The sketch of relative grain-boundary coverage is shown in Figure 5.
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The GNDs effect region areas of j-th martensite particle can be described as

Sj
GND = 0.25dj

m · π · dfhj (25)

where Sj
GND is the GNDs effect region areas of j-th martensite particle, hj is the proportion of j-th FMB

length to total ferrite boundary length.
The plastic stress of ferrite phase σf with different grain size is composed by the ferrite interior

region stress, FFB stress and FMB stress.

σf = σnf + cFF · σff +
k

∑
j=1

dj
m · hj

df
(σ

j
GND − σn f − cFFσ f f ) (26)

here: σj
GND is the GNDs effect layer stress of j-th martensite particle, k is the total number of martensite

particles that connect with the ferrite particle. The sum of hj has a relationship with the martensite
grain-boundary coverage, which have following relationship

cFM =
k

∑
j=1

hj (27)

cFM + cFF = 1 (28)

The martensite stress is caused by SSDs and GBDs that corresponding to the martensite interior
stress and the MMB region stress. The martensite stress can be expressed as

σm = σnm + cMMσmm (29)

where cMM is the proportion of MMB length to the overall martensite grain boundary.

3. Experiment

DP600 is a typical multi-phase high strength steels and was applied to validate the proposed
theoretical model in this paper. The geometry of the DP600 specimen is shown in Figure 6 and the
thickness is 0.9 mm. The uniaxial tensile testing was performed using MTS universal test systems.
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Three specimens were tested and the macro-mechanical properties of the DP600 steel were obtained as
shown in Table 1. The chemical composition of the DP600 steel was determined by inductive coupled
plasma emission spectrometer (ICP) (Thermo Scientific, iCAP6300, Waltham, MA, USA). Three samples
were tested to reduce the random errors and the results are shown in Table 2.Metals 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  9 of 17 
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of DP600 steel.

Material YM (GPa) YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) TE (%)

DP600 200 368 675 19.9

YM: Young’s modulus, YS: yield strength, UTS: ultimate tensile strength, TE: tensile elongation.

Table 2. Chemical composition (wt %) of DP600.

Element C Mn Si P Cr Mo Nb N Cu

Content (%) 0.06 1.20 0.1 0.04 0.6 0.005 0.001 0.006 0.006

To establish the microstructure characteristics of material, the specimen was polished mechanically
and corroded by using 4% NITAL for 5–10 s. Before the tensile experiment, a metallographic
figure of specimen was marked by using some discrete points to facilitate the selection of point
interpolation method (PIM). The PIM is a meshless method based on the interpolating function with
delta property [11,26,45,46]. A high-resolution CCD camera (Shanghai Wanheng Precision Instruments
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) was positioned above the center of the sample to capture the microstructure
during the testing process. Both sides of the sample had fixtures attached, which can move at the
same speed in opposite directions. A uniaxial in situ tensile test was performed at 0.01 mm/s at
room-temperature. Images of the specimen deformation field were captured as the strain increased.

The martensite volume fraction was obtained based on the phase area percentage from the
photomicrographs. Different phases were distinguished by using a proper threshold value of grayscale
in the pictures. The threshold value in these photomicrographs was mainly from 80 to 150, which
is determined by the image brightness and contrast. The area of the grain was calculated using
metallographic analysis software HN-2000JX (Kunshan Huanair Precision Instrument Co. Ltd., Shanghai,
China). Average grain sizes of ferrite and martensite phases were estimated using the ASTM standard.
The length of grain boundary was obtained by using the spline curve calculation. The grain shape
parameter and grain-boundary coverage were obtained based on the length of grain boundary and
grain area. The strain of individual phases was calculated using the point interpolation method (PIM) to
understand the strain behaviors of the material better. Feature points along the boundary of the individual
phases were selected to compute the deformation field [11,46].

Nanoindentation tests were performed to reflect the hardness of individual regions by using
AIS 3000 nanoindentation instrument. The radius of spherical indenter is 1 µm. All the indentation
points have the same depth and the maximum indentation depth is 0.45 µm. The typical multiple
loading–unloading curves were used based on [47–49].
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4. Results

4.1. Microstructural Characteristics of DP600 Steel

Metallographic figures of the sample are shown in Figure 7 with different strain value. The ferrite
grain size has obvious changed, especially along the stretching direction. The two-dimensional
deformation field was obtained by using the PIM calculation. The strain of individual phases and
material overall strain are calculated by the relational expressions of Equations (3) and (4). The fitting
parameters ai1, ai2 are obtained by experimental study and the average value are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameters of DP600 steel.

Parameters fi di (µm) Si µi (GPa) Ki Fi gi ρi0 bi
Fitting Parameters

ai1 ai2

Ferrite 0.77 8.36 1.60 78.5 0.027 9.78 0.13 1 × 10−9 2.5 × 10−10 0.457 −0.184
Martensite 0.23 4.19 1.62 72 0.196 13.78 0.13 1 × 10−10 2.5 × 10−10 −0.611 1.547

The grain size distribution of individual phases was counted based on the metallographic analysis
and shown in Figure 8. The grain size distribution is a unimodal curve. The grain shape factor
of individual phases was calculated, which is mainly between 1.5 and 1.7. Taken the influence of
grain volume into account, the volume-weight average grain shape coefficients of both phases were
calculated by the Equation (30). The FMB percent for ferrite phase is mainly between 0.65 to 0.8, while
the FMB parameter for martensite phase is 0.85–0.99. It can be deduced that the martensite phase
almost be enclosed by ferrite phase totally and MMB only take a tiny percentage for martensite particle.

Si = f ′i · Si, (30)
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where the Si is the average grain shape factor of each phase; f ′ i is the area fraction of different grain
size as shown in Figure 8a,b; Si is the grain shape coefficient as shown in Figure 8c.
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4.2. Theory Modeling Verification

In this paper, four theory models based on the microscopic features were established. They were
the both boundary hardening model, the single-phase boundary hardening model, the FMB hardening
model and the model without considering boundary hardening, respectively. Both boundary hardening
models considered the single-phase boundary hardening and the FMB phase boundary hardening
effects. In the single-phase boundary hardening model, the FFB hardening and the MMB region
hardening were taken into account simultaneously. The FMB model took the FMB hardening effects
into account merely. The parameters of the models are given in Tables 3 and 4 with the values identified
for the DP600 steel sheet. The parameters were measured directly form experiment or extracted from
the literature.

Table 4. Parameters for the hardening model of DP600 steel [11,42].

Parameters λ* (µm) M
′

M
M cFM α w (µm)

Value 0.02 0.4 3.0 0.68 0.33 0.5

The flow stress-strain curves of the different models were calculated and are shown in Figure 9.
The plastic stress of the single-phase hardening model is larger than the stress of FMB hardening model
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at initial deformation stage, while the stress of single-phase hardening model became small with the
increasing strain. This is due to plastic deformation starts in FFB interface region earlier than the FMB
interface region. In addition, the stress in the FMB interface region is larger than the FFB interface
region in large strain. The proposed model with both boundary effects can predict the experimental
stress-strain respond more precisely than those models without considering the both boundary effects.Metals 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 17 
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Figure 9. True stress-strain curves of material.

The SSD density and GND densities of ferrite with different grain sizes were computed and is
shown in Figure 10. The dislocation densities increase with an increasing strain, whereas the rate is
reduced. This result is consistent with the observation of [11,40]. The SSD density of ferrite appears
the saturated phenomenon during the plastic deformation. The finer grain size has a lager dislocation
density, and this effect on dislocation density is increased with a decreasing grain size. The rate of
increase in GND density slows down with the progress of plastic deformation. The change law of
dislocation densities is a nonlinear relationship with the grain size. The GND density is dependent on
the martensite grain size, which has the same order of magnitude as in [3,43].
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The stress change laws of both phases with different models are shown in Figure 11. The ferrite
stress of single-phase model is larger than the stress of FMB model at small strain, while it has an
opposite result at large strain. This is due to ferrite phase occurred plastic deformation in the early
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stage and the dislocations stored at grain boundaries, which act as an effective barrier, resulting in the
ferrite stress of single-phase model increased. The GBDs accumulate and saturate along the ferrite
grain boundaries then pass through the FFB. With the GBD density decrease to a certain value, the FFB
hardening stress goes to a stable value in large strain. The plastic deformation appears in the vicinity
FMB relatively later and then the dislocation density is larger than the value in FFB region gradually.
The stress of FMB model is larger than the single-phase model at large strain. It explains the stress
changing law of single-phase model and FMB model. The martensite stress of the both boundary
model and the single-phase model are same. The FMB model and the model without boundary effects
have the same martensite stress as shown in Figure 11b. The martensite stress of all the models have
hardly difference, because the MMB in martensite boundary only takes a very small proportion. In
large plastic deformation, the stress decrease in the order: MMB region, martensite interior region,
FMB region, FFB region, and ferrite interior region.
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Figure 11. The stress of individual phases: (a) ferrite, (b) martensite.

Based on the nano indentation experiment, some indentation points and the corresponding
hardness value are shown in Figure 12. The hardness value of martensite interior region, FMB region,
FFB region and the ferrite interior region decrease gradually. Hardness values of different regions rely
on their respective carbon contents and dislocation densities [50]. For the ferrite phase, the different
regions usually have the varies carbon contents, and the carbon content in boundary region is higher
than the inner region. Thus, the large hardness value location in region ferrite corresponds to a high
dislocation densities and large stress. This is in line with the assumption and conclusion of the proposed
multi-regions model. The nanoindentation tests verified the reasonability of the proposed model.
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4.3. Effect of Boundary Characteristics on the Hardening Behaviors

The effects of FFB characteristics on the ferrite stress have been performed with the proposed
both boundary model. The parameters of the Tables 3 and 4 in order to reflect the effects of minimal
GBD spacing, FMB percent for ferrite grain and ferrite grain shape on material stress. The different
parameters have remarkable effects on calculated results.

The true stress-strain curves of DP steel with a varying value of minimal GBD spacing from
0.02 to 0.035 based on the both boundary model is shown in Figure 13a. The minimal GBD spacing
parameter is the mean spacing parallel to the grain boundary separating two GBDs in the limit [42].
The GBD spacing affects the stress in the early stage of deformation, while the effect is diminished at
large strain. In initial deformation, the lager flow stress is generated with smaller GBD spacing. This is
due to higher dislocation pile-ups at grain boundary in smaller GBD spacing to accommodate the local
stress. Figure 13b,c provides the effects of FMB percent on the flow stress-strain curve in different
strain stage. Compared with the high FMB percent model, the lower FMB percent model has higher
stress in the early stage and lower in larger strain. This changing law is related to the stress in the
FFB and FMB regions. The stress of FFB region is larger than the FMB region in small strain and less
than the FMB region at large strain. The FMB percent plays a significant role on the yield strength
and tensile strength, which is line with the results [41,51]. Based on the role of grain boundaries as an
effective barrier to the movement of dislocations, the yield hardening and ultimate strength can be
explained by the pile-up of dislocations at grain boundaries [41,51].
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The effect of ferrite grain shape coefficient on the additional stress of FFB region is shown in
Figure 13d. The additional stress increases until to a limit value and then decreases to a stable value
gradually. This is due to grain boundaries are treated as obstacles for dislocations up to reaching
a critical stress, then the new dislocations pass through the boundary [42]. The small grain shape
parameter Sf has a large additional stress. This is due to smaller grain shape parameter Sf has a
relatively shorter grain boundary for the same diameter grains. The short grain boundary leads to the
dislocations accumulation more concentration and yields higher dislocation density, which results in a
larger additional stress in the FFB region.

5. Conclusions

A mixed model based on the dislocation theory was developed to predict the strain-hardening
behaviors of DP steel under uniaxial tension. Based on the heterogeneous micro characteristic,
the microstructures of DP steel were divided into martensite interior region, MMB region, FMB
region, FFB region, and internal ferrite region. The grain shape factor, relative FMB percent were
introduced to the predict model. The research yielded the following major findings.

(1) The microstructures of DP steel were divided into five different regions which have their own
hardening behaviors based on the dislocation theory. The hardening behaviors of internal region
of martensite and ferrite particles only considered the SSD density. The single-phase boundary
(FFB/MMB) regions were treated as combine both the effects of SSD and GBD hardening.
The FMB regions were affected by the SSD and the GND densities. The GNDs were obtained by
a cell model, which converted the uniaxial tension to indentation deformation to simplify the
calculation. The both boundaries hardening model has a better agreement with the experimental
results. The reasonability and accuracy of the multi-hardening region theoretical model were
verified by uniaxial tension test and nanoindentation test.

(2) The grain shape parameter and common FMB percent have both effects on the stress of DP steel.
The effect of FFB on stress is larger than the FMB in small strain, while it has an opposite result
under larger strain condition. The proposed model with high FFB percent has a larger stress in
small strain and a smaller stress in larger strain. The grain shape parameter not only affects the
stress of grain boundary regions, but it also affects the stress distribution and strain localization.
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